
APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS 

IN PHARMACY



HOSPITAL PHARMACY

Hospital pharmacy is division of hospital which monitors on

the receiving and allotment of drugs and medicines and

professional supplies, stores them and dispenses to in-

patient, out-patient and may have a manufacturing

extension to manufacture pharmaceuticals and parenteral

in bulk.



Objectives of Hospital Pharmacy

1. To professionalize the functioning of the pharmaceutical

services in hospitals.

2. To ensure availability of the required medication at an

affordable cost at the required time.

3. To plan, organize and implement the policies of the pharmacy.

4. To perform functions of management of material, purchase,

storage of essential items.

5. To maintain strict inventory of all items received and issued.

6. To counsel the patient, medical staff, nurses and others

involved in patient care on the use of drugs, possible side effects,

toxicity, adverse effects, drug interactions etc.

7. To serve as a source of information on drug utilization.



CLINICAL PHARMACY

 Clinical pharmacy is the branch of Pharmacy where

pharmacists provide patient care that optimizes the use of

medication and promotes health, wellness, and disease

prevention.

 Patient record maintenance is vital job in hospitals but with the

help of computers, data can be maintained easily and also

updated time to time.

 Inventory control i.e. purchasing, receiving, warehousing and

storage, turnover, and reordering can be achieved very well by

using computers.



Computers can play role like:

1. To detect the items which have reached minimum order level.

2. To prepare list of items to be purchased and their quantities.

3. To prepare purchase orders for vendors and to avoid

duplication.

4. To detect the infrequently purchased items for possible return

or elimination from pharmacy’s drug supply.

5. To produce periodic summary and purchasing and inventory

control statistics.

6. Maintaining patient medical record.

7. Drug information services.

8. Patient monitoring.



 Softwares like Microsoft Excel are useful in

maintenance of all type of numerical data.

 The drug interactions may be screened by using

programs like MEDIPHOR (Monitoring and Evaluating of

Drug Interactions by a PHarmacy Oriented Reporting),

and PADIS (Pharmacy Automated Drug Interaction

Screening); these systems issues warning when

potentially interacting drugs are prescribed for a patient

and thus enhance the standard of a pharmacist’s clinical

services.



PHARMACOKINETICS AND MATHMATICAL MODEL IN 

DRUG DESIGN 

 Pharmacokinetics (PK) describes how the body affects a

specific chemical after administration through the

mechanisms of Absorption, and Distribution, as well as the

Metabolic changes of the substance in the body (e.g. by

metabolic enzymes such as cytochrome P450), and the

effects and routes of Excretion of the metabolites of the

drug.

 These four processes: Absorption, Distribution,

Metabolism and Elimination or Excretion is also called as

ADME.





 Pharmacokinetics, sometimes described as what the body

does to a drug, refers to the movement of drug into,

through, and out of the body—the time course of its

absorption, bioavailability, distribution, metabolism, and

excretion.

 Pharmacodynamics, described as what a drug does to the

body, involves receptor binding, post-receptor effects,

and chemical interactions.

 Drug pharmacokinetics determines the onset, duration,

and intensity of a drug’s effect.

 Formulas relating these processes summarize the

pharmacokinetic behavior of most drugs.



 Pharmacokinetics of a drug depends on patient-related

factors as well as on the drug’s chemical properties.

 Some patient-related factors (eg, renal function, genetic

makeup, sex, age) can be used to predict the

pharmacokinetic parameters in populations.

 For example, the half-life of some drugs, especially those

that require both metabolism and excretion, may be

remarkably long in the elderly.

 In fact, physiologic changes with aging affect many

aspects of pharmacokinetics.



 Other factors are related to individual physiology.

 The effects of some individual factors (eg, renal failure,

obesity, hepatic failure, dehydration) can be reasonably

predicted, but other factors are idiosyncratic and thus

have unpredictable effects.

 Because of individual differences, drug administration

must be based on each patient’s needs—traditionally, by

empirically adjusting dosage until the therapeutic

objective is met.

 This approach is frequently inadequate because it can

delay optimal response or result in adverse effects.





 Nearly 40% of drug candidates fail in clinical trials due

to poor ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism, and

excretion) properties.

 These late-stage failures contribute significantly to the

rapidly escalating cost of new drug development.

 The ability to detect problematic candidates early can

dramatically reduce the amount of wasted time and

resources, and streamline the overall development

process.



 Accurate prediction of ADME properties prior to

expensive experimental procedures, such as HTS, can

eliminate unnecessary testing on compounds that will

ultimately fail; ADME prediction can also be used to

focus lead optimization efforts to enhance the desired

properties of a given compound.

 Finally, incorporating ADME predictions as a part of the

development process can generate lead compounds that

are more likely to exhibit satisfactory ADME

performances during clinical trials.



 The increased speed of computers as well as their

storage capacity has led to the development of numerous

computer software programs that now allow for the

rapid solution of complicated pharmacokinetic equations

and rapid modelling of pharmacokinetic processes i.e. in-

silico pharmacokinetics.

 Some software used for in-silico pharmacokinetics:

QikProp, VolSurf, GastroPlus, ALOGPS, OSIRIS

Property Explorer, Swiss ADME, Metrabase, PACT-F,

TOXNET.



ELECTRONIC PRESCRIBING (EP) SYSTEMS

 A medical prescription is given by a physician or other

qualified health care practitioner generally that govern

the plan of care for an individual patient to purchase a

prescription drug from a pharmacist.

 In recent times, computer-based medical prescriptions

also called Electronic prescribing or e-prescribing (e-Rx)

are being used by the physician.

 E-prescribing allows a physician, pharmacist, nurse

practitioner, or physician assistant to electronically

transmit a new prescription or renewal authorization to a

community or mail-order pharmacy.



 It outlines the ability to send error-free, accurate, and

understandable prescriptions electronically from the

healthcare provider to the pharmacy.

 E-prescribing is meant to reduce the risks associated with

traditional prescription script writing.

 It is also one of the major reasons for the push for

Electronic Medical Records.



An E-prescribing system must be capable of performing

all of the following functions:

1. Patient identification

2. Generating a complete active medication list, possibly

incorporating electronic data received from an insurance

provider

3. Access to patient historical data

4. Prescribe or add new medication and select the pharmacy

where the prescription will be filled.

5. Educational capabilities (e.g., patient education, provide

feedback)





ELECTRONIC DISCHARGE (ED) SYSTEMS

 Paper based discharge summaries are often illegible,

incomplete or received too late for the information to be

considered clinically useful.

 Electronic discharge summaries can address known

deficiencies and improve the continuity of care,

communication and accuracy of data in discharge

summaries.



ELECTRONIC DISCHARGE (ED) SYSTEMS

 eDischarge solution enables doctors to:

1. Rapidly record all diagnoses, treatments & medications at the point of

care.

2. Consultants can review & approve discharge summaries even after the

patient has left the hospital.

3. If the consultant sees any omissions or errors, these can be added or

corrected to the updated summary filed and sent to the patient’s

physician instantaneously on approval



BARCODE MEDICINE IDENTIFICATION

 Bar code medication administration (BCMA) is a bar code

system to prevent medication errors in healthcare

settings and to improve the quality and safety of

medication administration.

 The overall goals of BCMA are to improve accuracy,

prevent errors, and generate online records of medication

administration.



 BCMA systems reduce medication errors by electronically

verifying the ‘5 rights’ of medication administration—right

patient, right dose, right drug, right time, right route—at

the patient’s bedside.

 For example, when a nurse scans a bar code on his or her

identification badge, on the patient’s wristband, and on the

medication to be administered, the data are delivered to a

computer software system where algorithms check various

databases and generate real-time warnings or approvals.

 Most systems then automatically document, in real time, the

administration of the medication in an electronic medication

administration record (eMAR).





AUTOMATED DISPENSING OF DRUGS

 An automated dispensing cabinet (ADC) is a computerized

drug storage device or cabinet designed for hospitals.

 ADCs allow medications to be stored and dispensed near

the point of care while controlling and tracking drug

distribution. They also are called Automated Dispensing

Machines (ADMs).

 Wrong drug and wrong dose are the most common errors

associated with ADC use.

 Look-alike drug names and drug packages are common

variables that lead to selection errors.



 Automated dispensing machines provide secure medication

storage on patient care units, along with electronic tracking of

the use of narcotics and other controlled drugs.

 Automated dispensing machines save nursing time by

eliminating the need for manual end-of-shift counts in patient

care units.

 Barcode scanning to help ensure accurate medication

dispensing, features to prevent loading of the wrong medication

and active alerts to provide an added safety precaution for

high risk medications.



The role of automated dispensing in healthcare

 Automated dispensing is a pharmacy practice in which a device

dispenses medications and fills prescriptions.

 The most important thing a hospital pharmacy should enforce is

patient safety.

 Wrong drug and wrong dose errors are the most common errors

associated with ADC use.

 Automated dispensing machines decentralized medication distribution

systems that provide computer-controlled storage, dispensing, and

tracking of medications—have been recommended as one potential

mechanism to improve efficiency and patient safety, and they are now

widely used in many hospitals.





MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND ADHERENCE MONITORING

 Adherence is generally described as the extent to which

patients take medications as prescribed by their health care

providers.

 Adherence to long-term therapy in outpatient setting is

required to reduce the prevalence of chronic diseases such

as HIV/AIDS, Diabetes, Tuberculosis and Malaria.

 Healthcare providers are using a variety of mobile

technologies to help patients take their medications and

remain on a care plan.

 The consequences of non-adherence can be costly – and

deadly.



 To remind people to pick up or renew their prescriptions,

doctors and pharmacies are using mHealth platforms that

send automated, personalized messages to a patient’s e-mail,

smartphone or even a smart watch (patients can program

their own reminders as well).

 Digital or smart pillboxes, meanwhile, can keep track of

medications, remind a patient to take a medication and even

record and send that data back to caregivers.



 Because of these requirements, ICUs have become widely

established in hospitals.

 Such units use computers almost universally for the

following purposes:

1. To acquire physiological data frequently or continuously, such

as blood pressure readings, ECG, etc.

2. To communicate information from data-producing systems to

remote locations (e.g. laboratory and radiology departments)

3. To store, organize, and report data



4. To integrate and correlate data from multiple sources

5. To provide clinical alerts and advisories based on multiple

sources of data

6. To function as a decision-making tool that health

professionals may use in planning the care of critically ill

patients

7. To measure the severity of illness for patient classification

purposes



PHARMACY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

(PMIS)

 Pharmacy Management Information System (PMIS) basically

deals with the maintenance of drugs and consumables in the

pharmacy unit.

 The system will ensure availability of sufficient quantity of

drugs and consumable materials for the patient.

 This will enhance the efficiency of clinical work; ease the

patients’ convenience and process drug prescriptions

effectively.



 Importance of PMIS

1. A good PMIS provides the necessary information to make

sound decisions in the pharmaceutical sector.

2. Effective pharmaceutical management requires policy

makers, program managers and health care providers to

monitor information related to patient adherence, drug

resistance, availability of medicines and laboratory supplies,

Patient safety, product registration, product quality, financing

and program management etc.



 Core Features of Outpatient Pharmacy Management

Systems

1. Dispensing Workflow Management- The action most

associated with pharmacy is the dispensing of medication.



2. Patient Profile- (age, address, phone number, allergies),

known health conditions, insurance and prescriber

information, laboratory values, immunization history

3. Prescription Profiles

4. Medication Synchronization

5. Inventory Management (reorder items, return unused

stock, and organize shelf labels).

6. Electronic data exchange (EDI)

7. Usage-Based Ordering

8. Pricing and Billing

9. Reporting

10. User-customizable reporting



LAB-DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEMS

 Laboratory tests may identify organisms directly (e.g.,

visually, using a microscope, growing the organism in culture)

or indirectly (e.g., identifying antibodies to the organism).

General types of tests include

• Microscopy

• Culture

• Immunologic tests (agglutination tests such as latex

agglutination, enzyme immunoassays, Western blot,

precipitation tests, and complement fixation tests)





 Computers are used to influence diagnostic and therapeutic

decisions.

 The computer's information-handling capabilities allow it to

serve as a reliable extension of the physician's memory and

expander of the physician's information and synthesized

knowledge resources.

 Computers have been used to facilitate decisions through

organization of patient data, improved classification of

patients, decision analysis in clinical settings, and simulation

of expert clinical reasoning.




